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Observing Planetary
Magnitudes
By Anthony Mallama

I proposed an article to Sky and Telescope last year
describing my research on the brightness of the
planets. The editor, Bob Naeye, liked the idea and the
paper was published in January’s issue. The magazine
article only briefly described the observational aspects
of this work, though, and included few photographs.
Since these aspects might interest observers in the
CVAS, this short note provides a little more detail on
the observations themselves with emphasis on Mercury
and Venus.
The accepted magnitudes of Mercury and Venus in the
1990s were still largely based on visual observations.
By then, however, CCD cameras offered a chance to
replace the out-of-date visual data with more accurate
results. Since these inner planets are best observed
during daylight, when they are high in the sky, I used
the GOTO feature of my Meade LX-200 telescope to
locate them. Bright stars were the luminosity references
as they are plainly visible in the eyepiece at any hour of
the day. Recording these stars and planets with the
CCD camera required stopping down the telescope
aperture to 50 mm and using short exposures.

The initial results for Mercury were all that I had hoped
for. However, I could not observe the planet when it
was extremely near the Sun so I asked NASA for
additional space-based observations. The Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite proved to be
ideal for this work because Mercury is often in the field
of view of its wide-angle camera. The project personnel
obtained a special series of observations in 1999 and
2000 and supplied me with the needed magnitudes.
(See SOHO image on the next page.)
The combination of ground-based and space-based
data covered a far wider range of phases than the old
visual data and the results were much more precise. In
fact, the results were so good that my team was able to
estimate the roughness of Mercury’s surface, which we
found to be similar to that of the Moon. We also found a
marked surge in the brightness of Mercury when it
approachs full phase which had been overlooked by
the visual observers.
Meanwhile, my ongoing observations of Venus
indicated a brightness anomaly when it is a slim
crescent. As it get thinner the true brightness of Venus
actually increases for a while! However, the phase was
very near the limit where Venus was too close to the
Sun for me. Fortunately the SOHO project offered their
services again and we observed this particular phase in

Venus transiting the Sun just after sunrise on 2004 June 8 (left). The planet seen at thin crescent
phase during the daylight (right). The author’s photographs.
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An image obtained with the SOHO satellite to record the brightness of Mercury. The planet, which is
marked below center, was magnitude 5.5. The Sun is behind the occulting disk in the middle of the
image, overexposed Venus is to its left and Mars is to the upper right. Also visible are the solar
corona and background stars in Gemini as faint as magnitude 7. NASA photograph.

four filters. A detailed color analysis indicated that the
extra luminosity was due to sunlight refracted by
droplets of sulphuric acid high above the planet’s
opaque cloud tops. This phenomenon had not been
seen before and added to our knowledge of the
planet’s atmosphere.
Ground-based observations like those described above
can be carried out by anyone with a CCD camera. In
addition to planetary photometry I have also timed
eclipses of the Galilean satellites, Io, Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto, with my CCDs, and there are

three other CVAS observers involved with that
program. We use the results to assess eclipse
predictions issued by NASA/JPL and to study the
dynamics of the satellite orbits. For Galilean satellite
research, visual eclipse timings have been made
obsolete by CCDs. There are many research
opportunities for observers with advanced equipment in
the field of stellar astronomy too. In fact, CCD cameras
are used in the vast majority of leading-edge research
performed by professionals and amateurs. With CCDs
the universe is as exciting as it is unlimited! 
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Astronomy Pictures of the Season

Imaging Jupiter with a Video Camera
By Aaron Worley

This image of Jupiter was captured from 5:58 to 6:00 AM the morning of June 30th of last year. Jupiter had just
transited the meridian and was 47 degrees above the horizon. I captured three videos, one each through red, green
and blue filters. Each video was 30 seconds, the camera was running at 67 frames per second in 12-bit capture
mode.
Registax was used to select the best 40% of frames from each color channel, align and stack those frames, then
sharpen using wavelets. Further sharpening was done in AstraImage using Lucy-Richardson deconvolution. Finally,
the three color channels were merged in Photoshop, a high pass filter layer was added, color balance tweaked, and
the image was rotated and cropped.
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Dwarf Planet Ceres and the Lagoon Nebula (M8)
By Russ Swaney
On February 6 2010, an appulse occurred between Dwarf Planet Ceres (formally the asteroid designated 1 Ceres)
and the Lagoon Nebula (M8). Ceres was 410 million km (2.75 AU) from Earth at the time of the alignment, and
moving about 18 km/sec, at 7.8 visual magnitudes. M8 is 4,100 light years (259,300,000 AU) distant and visual
magnitude 6 (of course it is an extended object).
10-inch Schmidt-Newtonian at F4, QHY9 8.4 megapixel, cooled CCD, 15 X 2 min exp, stacked on background stars
to show movement of Ceres.
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Eclipse of Iapetus

Equipment Used

By Robert J. Modic

Telescope: 20.0cm f/5 Newtonian
Reflector

In 2007, Earth passed through the equatorial plane of
Saturn, allowing many eclipses of Saturn's moons to be
observed. On May 5, 2007, I observed a rare eclipse of
Iapetus by the shadow of Saturn and its rings. This
page presents my CCD observations of this eclipse.

Camera: SBIG ST-7XME
Filter: V
Exposure: 4.0s
Time Source: WWV

Location

Observations
A CCD time series was performed on Iapetus from
roughly 1:46 to 2:46 UT on May 5, 2007. CCDV
exposures of 4.0s duration were acquired every 11 to
12s during this time. An exposure of 4.0s was chosen
to minimize the saturation of nearby Saturn and yet
obtain usable SNR for Iapetus. The time on the
computer used for camera control was set to within +/1s of UTC using a WWV radio time signal. Additional
time keeping drift on the computer may have increased
the error in the time stamped onto each image header
to +/- 2s over the course of the ~1 hour time series.
Sky conditions were good until 2:21, with only very light
cirrus present in the FOV. After 2:21, thicker cirrus
entered the FOV, making it difficult to see Iapetus on
the computer screen. A gradual fading of Iapetus was
noted from 1:46 to 2:08. After 2:09, the rate of fading
increased until Iapetus disappeared by ~2:22.

Richmond Heights, Ohio, USA
Latitude: 41d 33' 50.5" N
Longitude: 81d 30' 02.5" W
Elevation: 256m
Datum: NAD 1927
Observer: Robert J. Modic (IOTA)

Below are crops of three images that show Iapetus at
different stages of the eclipse. Titan is on the left.
Iapetus is between Titan and Saturn. Dione is to the
right of Saturn. Note the bright sky in the last frame
due to cirrus. Comparing the relative brightness of
Iapetus and Dione, a fading of Iapetus is obvious.
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Reduction
Of over 300 CCD frames acquired, the final 20+
frames were too affected by cirrus to be usable. An
additional frame was not used due to bad tracking.
The remaining 279 frames were calibrated using
master bias, dark and flat frames. Conventional
aperture photometry was attempted using two different
commercial photometry programs. The brightness of
Saturn made it too difficult for these programs to get
an accurate measure of the sky background around
Iapetus and the resulting measures were too poor to
be useful. I then used a program called Extract,
written by Anthony Mallama for reducing CCD
observations of Jovian satellite eclipses. This software
rejects the highest and lowest 25% of pixel values in
the sky annulus before computing the sky

background. Extract also uses offset tracking relative
to the brighter comparison star (or moon) to follow the
eclipsed object even after it fades from view.
After learning to use Extract properly, I was able to
perform differential aperture photometry on all 279
frames successfully. Titan was used as the
comparison "star" and Dione was the check "star".
The results are presented in the plot below. It shows
the ratio of the sky subtracted fluxes of Iapetus/Titan
plotted vs. UT. An aperture of 5 pixels diameter was
used for this plot.
A similar plot of Dione appears on the next page, again
using Titan as the comparison object and an aperture
of 5 pixels.
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Discussion
Since Dione was located about the same distance
from Saturn as Iapetus, but on the opposite side of
the planet, it should be a good test of the accuracy of
the photometry software. During the 1 hour of time
series, Dione would not be expected to vary much in
brightness. A plot of Dione should then be essentially
a straight line. The plot above does indeed show a
constant brightness for Dione, with increasing scatter
due to cirrus towards the end of the time series. This
result gives confidence that the variation in the
brightness of Iapetus shown in the first plot is real.

The plot for Iapetus does show an asymmetry. There is
a very gradual fade from 1:46:37 to 2:09 UT, after which
the rate of fading increases. The likely explanation for
this is that Iapetus grazed the shadow of Saturn's "A"
ring before being eclipsed by the planet's shadow.
CVAS founding member Anthony Mallama has
published a paper using my data. It can be seen here:
http://rjm-astro.net/Uranus_Manuscript_For_Posting.pdf 
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Near Earth Asteroid
2003 UV11
By Russ Swaney and Ron Baker

Last October, Near Earth Asteroid 2003 UV11 passed
within five lunar distances of Earth. Discovered in
1996, the object’s orbit was found at that time to be
highly eccentric. The object reaches perihelion inside
the orbit of Mercury and aphelion between the orbits of
Mars and Jupiter. Since it spends most of its time
outside the orbit of Earth it is classified as an Apollo
NEA. At various times during its two year revolution
around the sun, it crosses the orbits of all four
terrestrial planets. Our recent visitor is roughly 400 to
600 meters in diameter, fairly large for an NEA.
We used the telescopes at Indian Hill to observe the
asteroid. CCD images were recorded on Oct 28 when
it was still two days from closest approach and three
million miles from Earth. At that time the object was in
Pisces and moving across the sky at 28 arcsec/min.
This sky motion was large enough to reveal a slight
bulge in the 20 second exposures. But the object still
required roughly 30 minutes to move across the 15
arcmin field of view of the CCD.
Two nights later, additional images captured the
asteroid in Pegasus. By this time, our visitor was
zipping along at 162 arcsec/min and crossed the same
15 arcmin field of view in just 5 minutes. Since we
used two different telescopes and CCDs for these
observations we cropped and rotated one of the
images to match the orientation and field of view of the

NEA 2003 UV11, 2010-10-30 1:51 UT, 10-inch SchmidtNewtonian, QHY9, Indian Hill Observatory, R. Swaney

other. The change in sky motion is indicated by the
length of “trails” made by the NEA in these images.
During the two day interval between these images the
position angle also changed remarkably.
The Minor Planet Center (MPC) classifies this NEA as
“Potentially Hazardous”. But there is no immediate
concern. Unless the asteroid is perturbed by the other
terrestrial planets, it will not approach Earth within one
lunar distance for hundreds (if not thousands) of years.
However, even slight changes in its orbit from
gravitational interactions with our neighboring planets
can accumulate quickly, which makes predicting its
path with certainty into the near future quite
impossible.
Using a small sample of our CCD images we
determined accurate astrometric positions of the NEA.
These measurements were submitted to the MPC
using the Indian Hill Observatory Code [H75]. They
are now part of a small database of observations from
official MPC observatories, and will be used by the
MPC to determine future sets of osculating orbital
elements.
th

At 12 magnitude at closest approach (and large sky
motion), this asteroid provided a very good opportunity
for visual observation in moderate size telescopes.
However, due to less than desirable sky conditions on
the nights of our observations, we cannot confirm a
visual sighting.
NEA 2003 UV11, 2010-10-28 5:11 UT, 12-inch SchmidtCassegrain, Indian Hill Observatory, R. Baker

Visit the Scientific Activities page on our website to see
animations of these CCD observations. 
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A Great Place for Books
and Software
By Ken Fisher

I first got interested in telescopes and observing about
five years ago, and shortly afterward I also took an
interest in CCD imaging. Aside from attending a few
star parties and then joining CVAS, I began looking for
informational books on these topics.
The astronomy sections of our local book shops have
plenty of books but most are historical, cosmological, or
very introductory and broad in scope. Then I was off to
the internet and, while Amazon has a slew of
astronomy related books, it was a case of selection
overload…I felt lost looking through all the selections
and eventually tired of browsing through them all.
Finally I found the perfect web site, Willmann-Bell
(www.willbell.com).
Willmann-Bell is a publisher whose web site and
products are dedicated to astronomy. They offer
books, software, and mirror kits up to 12.5” along with
finishing materials such as abrasives and polishing
compounds.
The books are nicely categorized into topics such as
“Almanacs”, “Telescope Making and Optics”,
“Astronomical Imaging”, “Computational Astronomy”,
and several others. Each of their books is on a specific
topic which is then covered in depth. From the books I
have purchased so far, they seem very nicely balanced
in so far as how they present the material. They are
easily understandable for someone with no background
on the subject, but also include plenty of material that
seems to be geared for those who are a bit more
advanced or are interested in the math and/or physics
behind a given topic. You can browse the site and
preview the books individually, or you can download
their entire product catalogue as a PDF and skim
through that.
I have ordered several books from this site and have
spoken with their customer service. It has been a
positive experience in every respect – their books are
great, their prices are fair, their shipping is prompt and
accurate, and their staff is courteous and genuinely
helpful. If you are looking for a book or some software
on a particular astronomy related subject, I would
highly recommend checking this site and if you find

something of interest, I would not hesitate to order it
from them.
I have 3 of their books: “The Handbook of
Astronomical Image Processing”, “CCD Astronomy”,
and “Star Testing Astronomical Telescopes.” If you
would like to borrow any of these, I would be happy to
lend them to you - either mention it to me at the
meeting or drop me an email. Clear Skies (and happy
reading on cloudy nights)! 

Earth Day Thoughts,
Mother Earth, and Light
Pollution
By G. W. Gliba

On April 22, 2011 we will be observing Earth Day
number Forty Two, for it has been 41 years since the
first one in 1970. Many environmentalists consider this
the official start time of the so called "environmental
movement". Since then we have made progress with
some national legislation, wildlife habitat preservation
& renewal, endangered species protection & recovery,
and readjustments to our value systems. We should try
to do better, and remember to recycle, reuse, and
restore whenever we can. We must also do a better
job at saving endangered ecosystems and habitats for
endangered wildlife. As we are also part of the web of
life and must not forget this. We could go extinct just
like any other species on Earth. As amateur
astronomers we must also help fight light pollution, and
spread the wonders of astronomy to others.
We have come a long way since 1600, when the
Italian Dominican friar, philosopher, mathematician
and astronomer Giordano Bruno spoke with an open
mind and heart about cosmology, other life in the
cosmos, and our oneness with nature. He was a
genuine pioneer thinker and was ahead of his time,
when true science was yet in its infancy. Unfortunately,
he was executed by the Roman Inquisition for
preaching blasphemy. A few decades later, Galileo
Galilei was put under house arrest for teaching the
Copernican System. This was even after his famous
epochal astronomical discoveries made with a
telescope, which were printed in his books Sidereal
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Messenger published in 1610, and Dialogue
Concerning the Two Chief World Systems published in
the year 1632.
That was then and this is now. We have learned from
many of our mistakes and follies. This is a new
century, but we still have too much scientific illiteracy
to be complacent. We have an obligation to not only
help teach science to the public, but also to help fight
light pollution, so more people can see the stars. This

should be our mission for Earth Day for Mother Earth.
We must also help to educate, by doing more public
outreach teaching astronomy to others whenever we
can, so we can at least help them see this enormous,
vast, wonderful universe, and water planet, and know
that we are made of stardust, and evolved on Earth. As
amateur astronomers we can help more to make this a
better planet for all. 

CONSTELLATION QUIZ
By Dan Rothstein

1. This flightless bird, made up of 22 faint stars above the tail of Hydra, dates back to 1761 and a French
expedition to observe a transit of Venus.
2. These 3 stars, each from a different modern constellation, form a nearly equilateral triangle, comprise the
obsolete constellation of Musca Borealis (the Northern Fly).
3. There are three stars known by the (Greek?) term Deneb other than the familiar one in Cygnus. Name at least
two of them. Name another prominent star whose name is a corrupted version of Deneb.
4. This star was given its modern name by Copernicus. Previously it had been known as Rex, or the Royal star.
Its modern name is that of a (famous?) Roman Counsul.
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. The two stars, each of which are shared between two constellations are El Nath (common to Taurus and
Auriga) and Alpharatz (common to Pegasus and Andromeda).
2. The two stars on opposite sides of the Magpie Bridge (the Milky Way) are Vega and Altair.
3. The “Three Guides” along the prime meridian of the sky are Alpharatz (α Andromedae), Caph (β Casseiopea),
and Algenib (γ Pegasi).
4. Herschel’s Telescope lies between Lynx and Gemini.
5. The bonus from last issue’s answer #5, the third of the only three stars which were named by the Greeks, was
Arcturus.
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2011 SPRING SKIES
APRIL
Un

3 Sun

Mars 0.22 deg from Uranus. (22UT)

3 Sun

Saturn at opposition. (23:44UT)

4 Mon

Mars crosses equator into northern
hemisphere. (22UT)

9 Sat

Uranus crosses equator into northern
hemisphere. (19UT)

19 Tue

Mercury 0.62 deg from Mars. (19)

23 Sat

Venus 0.85 deg from Uranus. (2UT)

26 Tue

Mag 13.7 (484) Pittsburghia 27 arcsec
from globular cluster M5. (0:50UT)

M AY
1 Sun

Mars 0.36 deg from Jupiter. (3UT)

6 Fri

Eta Aquarid meteor shower. Favorable.

10 Tue

Mars and Saturn at heliocentric
opposition. (9UT)

11 Wed

Venus 0.57 deg from Jupiter. (16UT)

11 Wed

Mercury, Venus, Jupiter within circle of
2.05 deg. (20UT)

15 Sun

C/2010 G2 Hill 1.4 deg from north
celestial pole. (13UT)

21 Sat

Mercury, Venus, Mars within circle of
2.13 deg. (8UT)

JUNE
1 Wed

Partial eclipse of the sun. Arctic region.

4 Sat

Mag 15.3 (282) Clorinde 140 arcsec
from galaxy M49 et al. (4:55UT)

12 Sun

Mercury at perihelion. (8UT)

15 Wed

Total eclipse of the moon. Indian Ocean.

21 Tue

Summer solstice. (17:17UT)

28 Tue

Pluto at opposition. (1UT)

30 Thu

Moon 1.0 deg from Venus. (6UT)

NOTES & NEWS
Dr. Susanne Clement, and CVAS member Dr. Daniel
Rothstein, presented talks at recent CVAS monthly
meetings. Dan spoke about optics at our February
meeting, and using lasers, prisms and mirrors,
provided a unique demonstration of how light is
refracted and reflected. At our March meeting,
Susanne spoke about the geology of Ohio, which
included graphical displays of the geologic time scale,
movements of the Earth’s plates and land masses
through time, how deposition and erosion throughout
Earth’s history has shaped the geology in our area,
and the effects of glaciation in Ohio. Both Susanne
and Dan are on the faculty of Kent State University.
An article written by CVAS member Anthony Mallama
describing his research on planetary magnitudes has
been published in the January 2011 issue of Sky and
Telescope magazine. A companion article appears in
this issue of The Valley Skywatcher, and papers
published in the journal Icarus describe this research
in detail. Please visit the Scientific Activities page on
the CVAS website for more information.
Research on the characteristics of main-belt asteroid
(1082) Pirola is described in an article by CVAS
member Ron Baker published in the Minor Planet
Bulletin (2011) Vol 38, Number 2_111-114. The study
is based on CCD observations recorded at the Indian
Hill Observatory, as well as observatories located in
New Mexico and Serbia.
The CVAS website is the place to turn for information
about upcoming events and activities. In addition to a
special member’s login, there is a host of astronomy
related information, and links to interesting and useful
sites. Send comments and suggestions to webmaster,
Russ Swaney russ_swaney@ameritech.net.
The Valley Skywatcher has a long tradition as the
official publication of the Chagrin Valley Astronomical
Society. All material in this issue has been written and
provided by individuals within our membership
community. CVAS welcomes astronomy related
contributions from all members and friends, and this
journal provides a unique opportunity for us to share
interests. Published quarterly, the next issue will be
available near the end of June. If you would like to
contribute material to the publication, please contact
the editor, Ron Baker rbaker52@gmail.com.
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